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Work for Junior Infants Class :Monday 25th  May 2020

Monday

English: https://rainbow.cjfallon.ie/#/units/junior/15  The Supermarket  theme for Oral Language can be found here. Play the interactive poster. Recite new rhyme ‘One Potato.’  Play Vocabulary Game 1 and 2. 

Maths: Money. Find some 1c, 2c, and 5c coins in your house. Sort them into groups, all the 1c in one group etc. Make a shop in your house. You could sell some of your toys, an apple, a banana, a book.  Label items for sale with a price. Everything must cost 5c or less.  Play shop! 
This worksheet may be helpful.
https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/roi-n-5568-junior-infants-euro-coins-peg-cards

Irish: New words: Siopa Bréagán: (Pronounced:  ‘’shuppa braygawn’’ )  Mean Toy Shop
Make a flashcard. You could use a toy catalogue as your picture! 

P.E: Watch Pop See ko and try to copy the dance!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pwn4beja1QE" https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pwn4beja1QE 

SPHE: Stay Safe Programme (See lessons below)

Tuesday


English: Phonics - Word Families – Try to sound out the following words. Clue: They all rhyme with with cat. Bat, fat, hat, mat, pat, rat, sat and chat.  Call the words out to your child and ask them to have a go at writing 3 of the words. 

Maths: Planet Maths p125. Money. Colour the correct amount of coins needed to buy all of the items on the page. 

Irish: New words. Bád (Pronounced ‘’bawd’’) Means boat. Make a flashcard. Find a toy bád in a toy catalogue if you have one. 

P.E: Crab walking: Sit on the floor with two feet in front, arms behind and fingers pointing out. Ask someone in your house to have a crab walking race with you. 

SPHE: Stay Safe Programme (See lessons below)

Wednesday


English: Read story  Handa’s Surprise. Name all of the fruits.  Clap out their syllables. 
How many syllables are in the word pear? Orange? Pineapple? Avocado? 
Can you think of other fruits that have 1 syllable? 2 syllables? 3 syllables? 4 Syllables? 
Cutting:  https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/t-t-2547516-fruit-themed-cutting-skills-activity-sheet" https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/t-t-2547516-fruit-themed-cutting-skills-activity-sheet  Practise your cutting and name the fruits. Can you spot any fruit that featured in Handa’s Surprise? 

Maths: https://ie.ixl.com/math/jr-infants/coin-values-1c-2c-5c-and-10c
Suggested extension activity: Do coin rubbings using crayons or a pencil of a 1c, 2c and 5c coin. Place paper over the coin and rub with your pencil or crayon. 

Irish: New words: Rothar (Pronounced Ruh hur) Means bike. Make a flashcard. Find a rothar in a toy catalogue if you have one.

P.E: Animal Yoga: Pick your favourite animal from Handa’s Surprise and practise moving like them. Ask someone to guess what animal you are! 

SPHE: Stay Safe Programme (See lessons below)

Thursday



English: Handwriting: Practise writing your name. Make a card with your child’s name. Ask your child to trace the letters with their finger. Then write over the letters on the card you have made with a crayon. Choose a different colour and trace over it again. You can also do it a third time and fourth time. This is called rainbow handwriting writing. 
Maths: Planet Maths p128: Colour the correct amount of 1c coins in each row. 

Irish: Bua na Cainte p41: Siopa Bréagán. 

P.E: The Egg and Spoon Race. (Maybe use a potato) Ask someone in your house to have an egg and spoon race with you.

SPHE: Stay Safe Programme (See lessons below)

Friday



English: https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/roi-t-042-new-shopping-list-template
Help make a shopping list for your family. Draw 5-10 items that you would like them to buy when they go to the supermarket. Have a go at writing the first letter of these items beside your drawings. 

Maths: Revise number formation of number 1, 2, & 5. Draw 1c, 2c and 5c coins.  

Irish: Song Tá Teidi ag díol. Tá Teidi ag ceannach. (Teddy is selling / Teddy is buying)
 https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ta+teidi+ag+d%C3%ADol" https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=ta+teidi+ag+d%C3%ADol 

P.E:  Cycle or scoot for 15 minutes.  Skip for 5 minutes. 

SPHE: Stay Safe Programme (See lessons below)
Optional extra websites for this week   https://ie.ixl.com/math/jr-infants" https://ie.ixl.com/math/jr-infants 
https://www.teachyourmonstertoread.com/ 

Contact Teacher: msdunne@scoilchoca.ie                 msgrimes@scoilchoca.ie Let us know how your work is going or if you would like to send us a picture of your favourite piece from the week. 

Stay Safe Lessons
Lesson
Vocabulary/ Content
Activity
1 - 
Friendship
Key Vocab: 
FRIEND, SHARING, THOUGHTFUL, LISTENING, HELPFUL, TAKING TURNS, BEING FAIR. 
Key Messages
Pupils should be enabled to:
- Discuss and examine the different aspects of friendship and
how friends can help and care for each other
- Explore how they can make and keep friends
- Understand the importance of treating one another with
respect and dignity.
Friendship Videos
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AYPva6yWcuc
Winne the Pooh: What is a friend

Watch slides TR8a – TR8d
What would you do if……
https://staysafe.ispringcloud.eu/acc/nDGWnu03NTM3/s/7537-ktbRy-UkeNG-vwY5p 

2-
Continue developing “Friendship” vocabulary. 
	- Ask you children to identify a time when they were a good friend. 
	Ask your child to identify a time someone else was a good friend to them. 
	Home School Links worksheet 5 Junior Infants: I show friendship when…

Ask your child to draw a time when they showed friendship. 
3 - 
What is bullying?
Key Vocab
BEING FAIR,  BULLYING, ON PURPOSE, HURTS, FRIGHTENS, MORE THAN ONCE, CO-OPERATING, PUT DOWNS, RULES. 

Pupils should be enabled to:
- Recognise that bullying is repeated behaviour which
intentionally hurts others
- Learn that bullying behaviour is wrong and that it makes
people feel afraid and sad
- Identify some of the feelings associated with being bullied.
The importance of telling to be safe should be constantly
reinforced.
http://www.staysafe.ie/teachers/Infants.pdf 
p37: Bella and Georgie Story 
Discussion Points:
- What were Bella and Georgie doing this morning? What did Georgie
do? How did Bella feel? (Display Feeling cards/pictures from previous
Safe and Unsafe lessons to illustrate feelings like sad, scared, angry.)
- How would you feel if that happened to you? Which picture shows
how you would feel?
- What happened at small break? How do you think Bella felt?
- What happened at big break? How do you think Bella felt?
When someone hurts you like this on purpose and it happens more than
once, it is called bullying

4-
Key vocab:
SAY NO, GET AWAY, TELL.  
	 Development

	: Can you think of anything that Bella could do

to help herself?
For example,
- She could say, “No! It’s not fair to keep me from playing!”
- She could go and find someone else to play with
- She could say, “Stop calling me names”
- She could tell her teacher/Mom/Dad.

5-
Revision of content learned. 
Revise vocabulary and stories told. 

http://www.staysafe.ie/teachers/Infants.pdf Worksheet on Page 46 – Bella and Georgie




EAL work  Junior Infants 25/5/2020
Teacher :Ms Wilson/Ms Sheil
EAL theme – The Local Community – The Supermarket
Last week the children were learning about the church, the convent and the canal in Kilcock.  This week we are learning about supermarkets.
	Talk about and name the different supermarkets in Kilcock.  Point to these supermarkets if you are out for a walk in the village.

The powerpoint  below from twinkl introduces your child to some of the English vocabulary we use relating to supermarkets.  It introduces children to places in the supermarket, people who work in the supermarket , what we see and what we use in the supermarket.
https://www.twinkl.ie/resource/roi-t-20162118-the-supermarket-aistear-powerpoint
	Play Activity – One of the most enjoyable ways to learn about the supermarket is to play shop at home.  If you get a chance help your child to set up a play area based on shopping this week.  Another idea is to build a supermarket with lego / bricks / empty boxes.

Complete the matching activity attached below based on vocabulary linked to the supermarket.
Note re twinkl :
In order to gain free access to all of the resources on twinkl you need to use the following link:
www.twinkl.ie/offer 

Then you need to enter the following code:
IRLTWINKLHELPS


Contact EAL Teacher:   mswilson@scoilchoca.ie     mssheil@scoilchoca.ie
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Supermarket Parking Lot Illustrations, Royalty-Free Vector ...
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Shopping Basket transparent background PNG cliparts free download ...
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Frozen Food Stock Illustrations - Getty Images
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Female Baker Stock Illustrations � 1,602 Female Baker Stock ...
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